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Fourth Place Ranking in Forbes JAPAN WOMEN AWARD 2022 

 Corporate General Category for Those With Over 1001 Employees 

Placed regarding active participation of female employees and top management execution 
 

Future Corporation 

TOKYO, Japan, October 7, 2022 / Future Corporation 

 

In the Forbes JAPAN WOMEN AWARD 2022, released on October 6, 2022, Future Corporation 

(Headquarters: Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo; Chairman and President, Group CEO: KANEMARU Yasufumi; 

hereinafter, “Future”) was ranked 4th in the corporate general category for those with over 1,001 employees. 

In addition, we were ranked 3rd in the ranking for active participation of female employees in the 1,001+ 

category and 2nd in the top management execution ranking for the 1,001+ category. 

 

The Forbes JAPAN WOMEN AWARD, one of Japan’s largest women’s awards, was established in 2016 by 

Forbes JAPAN in collaboration with LiB, Inc., a company that provides life career support for women, to 

celebrate companies that are continuously producing female leaders and professionals, as well as women who 

are carving out their own paths and working on their own terms. 

 

Future will continue to contribute to the achievement of Goal 8 of the SDGs: “Decent work and economic 

growth,” by promoting a diverse range of work styles and creating new value for our customers’ future and 

society. 

 

 

 

“Forbes JAPAN WOMAN AWARD”: https://forbesjapan.com/feat/womenaward2022/ 

 

 

 

 

About：Future Corporation 
Future Group is a company that conducts "IT Consulting & Service Business" and "Innovation 
Business" through the use of latest technology. Since the founding in 1989, we have designed and 
improved the business of our clients through developing systems that integrates business 
management with IT. Our clients are from various industries including Finance, Manufacturing, 
Distribution and Logistics. We have also created our own new services based on the know-how we 
have accumulated in this process. We are contributing to the society by promoting innovation and 
creating new values for clients that is based on the strengths of "connoisseurship" and 
"implementation ability" of latest technologies such as AI and robotics. 
 
Source：Future Corporation 
 

Contact：https://www.future.co.jp/apps/contact/corp/contact_us_entry.php  
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